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ABSTRACT
This .annotated bibliogtaphy.sumaarizes 12 selected

publications concerned with the.geperal topic of management by
objectives. The selections are intended to give practicing educators
easy access to the most significant and useful information regarding

.management by objectives that is available through the Educatiopal
Resources Information Center (RIC). All the publications described
here were selected from the ERIC catalogs "Resources in Education"
(RIE) and "Current Index to/Journals in Education" (CIJE.
Information on how to ordir copies ilf,tthe cited publications through
the ERIC Document Reproduction Service is also included. 761G)
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The.Best of ERIC presents annotations of ERIC liter-
ature on important topics in educational management.

. The selections are intended to give the practicing edu-
cator easy access to the most significant and useful infOr
mation available from ERIC. Because of space limitations,
the items listed should be viewed as representative, rather '
than.exhaystive, of literaiurq meeting those criteria.

Materials were selected for inclusion from the ERIC
catalogs ReSources in Education (RIE1 and Current Index
to Journals in Education (CUEl.
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Ailminisirat-e's and the Association of California Schaal Administrators.

Manogement by Objectives

Bell, Terrel H. "MBO: An Administrative Vehicle to the
Ends and Means of Accountability." North Central

, Associatiop Quarterly,. 48. 4 (Spring 1974), pp. 355
359. EJ 098 828.

A
An MBO system "focuses upon institutional performance

rather than the performance of individuals," according to Bell.
This shift in emphasis means that acc'ountability-need no longer
be as threatening to school personnel, since the fixing of indiv,
idual responsibility for failure is nolonger1:14-amount.

8e11 outlines a model-M80 system for the schools, esylpha.
sizing the importance of adequately and carefully defining ob-
iectives.. In fact. 9 of the 13 steps in his system involve the
identifica,tioli and formulation of objectives. These Parts of the
process are intended to commit the whole district (from teach-

.. ers through superintendent) to achieving common goals first
specified by needs assessment. Although-the objectives are not
equally applicable to all personnel and all schools in the district,
the manner in which they are formulated has a unifying effect.
Thus., "performance outcomes evaluation" focuses on the prop__
ress of Ilse district as a whole, but rait on the isolated p oaf.-
ante of individuals.'

M80 "provides the road pap th lrcan read and from
which all can attain a certai of maimenturnand accom-
plishment," as this Uni States Commissioner of Education
states. It f costiar"the administrative machinery" for serving
stutents and solving their problems-the true goals of account-
a5D ity,, according to Bell. 4
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briefly recounts the history of rranagerial organization,
along with the recent trend toward systems manlgement,MBO
is a systems approach, focusing on thee interrelated parts-
resources, o p e rat ion:and results.

Dunn points out that although a number of variations of
MBO- exist, they all share four major characteristics. Results,
rather than methods, are emphasized, "responsibility for
achieving these results is shared by.the superior and his subor-
dinate'', specifiCity is stressed, and evaluation es conducted on
the basis of performance.

Negative attitudes toward MI30 held by some administra-
tors sobietimes arise from "bad experiences with bureaucratic
paper-shuffling," according to Dunn. He cautions against re- .
garding MBO in such a manner. Instead. MI30 offers a viable
means of regaining control over disorganized, and ine icient
bureaucracies.

Dunn concludes thal2MBG can be a very benefidal sys-
tem" if its pijottionars are committed to making it work and

jf...i.us.imented with care and patience.
Order copies- from National Association of Elementary
School Principals. 1801 North Moore Street, Arlington,
Virginia 22209. Single copy, $2.50; series of 12. $27.80.
Also Wailable from EDRS. MF $0.76 HC $1.95. Specify

. ED number.
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Dunn, Pierre. Management By Objectives. NAESP
School Leadership Digest Second Series, Number- 3.

..ERICICEM Research Analysis Series, Number 18. Wash-
ington, D.C.; and Eugene National Association of
Elementary School Principals: and ER IC Clearinghouse
on Educational Management, University of Oregon,
1975, 32 pages. ED 114 904.

"If management by objectives has the potential to greatly
improve existing educational administration, it has been a
well-kept secret, for the system certainly is not very wide-
spread,". according to Dunn. But the concepts that MBO is
based on are well known in business and are firmly tooled in

IT management theory. In this review of the literatures Dunn
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Goddu, 'Roland. Evaluation in ang"Management by Objet.
. tives System. Durham, Ne* Hampshire. New England

Program in Teacher Education, 1975. 14 pages. ED
110 459. - . I

A "results-oriented management procedure" that empha-
sizes the iMportance of the middle marten (the project
director) is the best way to utilize resources for improved in-
struction, according to Goddu. He recommends setting objec-
tives that address qualitative, aswell as quantitative, aspects of
education. -kluality outcomes," such as students' ability to
make independent. responsible decisions, are just as valid in
an MBO system as quantity-oriented goals.

The application of "a management and supervision by rq-
sults approach" to program planning and.implementation must;
be geared to outcomes, not to individual activities. Evaluation
must likewise emphas4e overall °outcomes.

Goddu recommends a seven-step process for implementing
a results - oriented procedure. A "statement of mission"-the



long-range goals -(Host be forroulated. Aesources, roles and
regulations, 'organization patterns," and other 4.hatactea;stks
of the organizational environment most beflethed. A brief
list of the kinds of programs to be 4.A:inducted under the aegis
of the project as a whole must be coordinated with "expec-
tations and standards" formulated for the project. After this
process of goal speeificallpn, the project director negotiates
with his superiors for resources to carry out the project.

Goddu presents a series of charts intended to assist in the
Process of defining goals and measuring outcomes.

Order from Elms. MF $0.76 HC $1.58. Specify
ED number,

. Hunady, Ronald J., and Varney, Glenn H. "Salary Ad-
ministration. A Reason for MBOI" Training and Dees,.
opment f ournal,.28. 9 (September 1974). PP. 24.28. EJ.
103 644. ,

One of the reasons for MB0's success and "popularity" lies
in its linkage to the salary compensation systempi an organi-
zation," according to Hunady and Varney. These. two MBO
proponents take issue with those who maint4ri that salary
iiicreases should not be tied to the individual's achievement
of the kind of specific goals set in an MBO system. Instead,
they believe that MBO brings objectivity and rationality to
salary administration. Salary letting thus assumes its proper
place as one component of a total management system.

Hunady and Varney citeiccesearch supporting their posi-
tion that the reward proceSglin the .urirr of salary inueasesl
is essential to the suu.essful !um-wrong of MBO. Since salary
increase .s a major meads of rewarding performance (the ac-
complishment of specific MBO objectives), only job-related
factors should be considered in salary setting. According to
these authors, "age and length of service" should have no
bearing on salary.

This article ggests f od of quantifying results and
nting them in percentage form for comparison with

both, previo'us individual performance and the performance of
other employees.

Johnson, Milo P4 "Individualizinginstruction and Man-
agement by Objectives." Paper presented at American
Vocational Association annual meeting, New Orleans,
December 1974. 13 pages. ED 105 161.

Management by objectives ','should not be a device to evalu
ate staff members," ,according to Johnson. "Institutional ob-
jectives" must always tak4 precedence over individual employee
performance. These institutional" objectives are of two kirkls--
measur able and unmeasurable. The latter, so important,to.sus-
taming and improving educational excellence, must not be
slighted under MBO.

The most obvious measurable objective in education, ac
cording to Johnson, involves the number of uedit units earned
by students. This objective is easily correlated with cost, allow
ing for easier identification of ways to increase output and re
duce expenditure. Johnson advocates letting faculty, members
define what conipetencies students must di-quire to earn 4..redit
units. This definition process does not constitute objective
setting for individual teachers and does not form the basis for
teacher evaluation. it does lead to.an individualized iristruc
tional approach Lased on institutional objectives shared by
everyone in the school -teachers, studepts, and administra
top alike.

,
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Juhrisoil s at tic's addresses one of the major issues raised by
MBO-the.personai-evaluation -process it eotails -and offers l.
u.)mpionlise of sorts between the sometimes conflicting re-
sponsibities, of the institution as a whole and the- individuals
functioning within the institution.

Order from TORS. MF $Q.16 HC S1.58. Specify ED
number.

Keim, William E. 'Pennridge School District. How lb
Zvaluate Administrative Staff. Recognizing Good Man-
agement." Paper presented at National School Boards
Association aenual meeting. Miami Beach, Apia 1975_
10 pages. ED 05 649.

Accor ing-te-th" rsfilendorsement of MBO. het ter
communications. "better delegation of responsibilities," in
proved morale, and "confidence in your fellow team member"
can all result from the implementation of this management
technique in -the schools. Kelm sees the shift "from individ-
ualism to teamwork" as wholly beneficial. He emphasizes that
this transition -takes time to implement, just as "a total' philos-
ophy and system based on M.B.0." takes time (several years)
to evolve.

Keim bases his observations on tOMBO system in oper-
ation. in the Pennridge School District (Pennsylvania). He
acknowledges that certain difficulties have arisen, such as
superiors imposing "unrealistic goals and objectives on subordi-
nates."' and the possible overrating of weak administrators.But
generally MBO has lent itself well to the implementatioh of
the school beard's long- range, overall plans for the district,
according to Keim.

Although the Pennridge MBO system emphasizes the "man-
agement team concept,,' individual administrators are still
evaluated by their superiors on the basis of their personal
performance. A point system, whereby an administrator can be
awarded up to 1,000points fqr his performance, is.iniegral to
the evaluation process. The superintendent bases merit pay
raises on the number of points,an administrator collects.

Aithougn this part of the evaluation- process Is more in-
. dividually orsenteo. the team approach is used in the initial

goal- and objective-setting stage. All administrators outline
goals and objectives for presentation to their peers. Each set
of goals and objectives is then rated by The administrators
according to yet anothei point system.

Order from EDRS. MF $0.76 HC $1.58. Specify ED
number,
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Kimsey, George L. Making MBO'Work - The Missing
Link." Training and Developmentiournal,"30.,2 (Feb

Nary 1970. pp. 3:11. EJ number not yet assign*.

Morrisey begins by noting that MBO 'has been) than the
resounding suo.ess as some-organizations t its advocates
(the author ini.ludeol predicted. The ohief reason for this
lack of success is the failure of some organizations to oriole
merit true participatiye maricipment -"tin- greatest value" of
MBO. according to iclor isey. 1380 tor, dS Mori isey prefers to
Lail it, Management by Objectives anti Results--MOR) is
human. not alnechanical process." Some practitioners do not
adequately recognize the human element in MBO/MOR.

Morn y lists the advantages to be derived from MBO.
including an di' iniportont improvement in tAarnmunications.
Individual tone tuvoef, "intra-unit," "inter-group," and or
ganizaionwide communications are improved in an effective
MBO system. Indeed, "providing a means for increasing the
understanding .and comrnitment" of the people functioning
Aithin an organization is both the purpose of gobd common'
Loto.ins and a necessary prerequisite for accorriplishing the
goals of MBO. according to Morrisey.

This al good example of the noneducation Mira
ture on MBO. The tygne-of organization on which' Morrisey
base.s'his obser van., rt. is'u business, corporate organization, not
on education Ofgdfladi.uil. But this article indicates whY so
many MBO proponents are teitioted to apply MBO to edu-

, cation-the two organizational types are ,cry similar. "

..

..r

-Nat' I Education Association. is Milo the Way to Go?
A ,Teacher 's irides t Management by Objectives. Wash -'
ington. D.C.: 1975. 29 page . 11_814.

The disadvantages and possible failings or . MBO in the
schools. dS ptrceived by teachers, are clearly stated in this mi.
hque. "Business management techniques such as MBO are
usually inappropriate it he instructional level with teachers
and students," according to tnis'Position paper written for the
National Education Association. The concept of :participa-
tory management," integral to MBO, is frequently viewed by
school administrators ','as just d fancy new term" for the same'
kind of administratdi they have always practiced. Hence,
teachers frequently feel left out of the goal. and objective-
setting process so essential in an MBO system.

It is difficult to find specific and detailed definitions of
MBO, even in business where this technique originated. The
tendenci toward generality 4 equally evident in the applica-
tion of MBO to education. Bu4, as this paper points out, in
spite of its lack 6f specificity, M80 is still heartily endorsed by
the U.S. Office of Education, This federal enthusiasm leaves
those critical of MBO in education m a somewhat awkward

This paper cautions against the facile acceptance of MBO
by the schools. noting that the differences between business
and education demand modification of MBO, as well as partial
redefinition of the roles of educators. For example, 4 the
teacher to be considered a "matiager"? And if so. what is to
tie the relationship betwen teacher and administrator? Some
degree of relaxation of rigid administrator policy and attitudes
toward feathers must be achieved in order for teachers to par
ticipate effectively in an MBO.system.

Orper MF from EDRS, $0.70, Specify ED number.
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Read, Edwin A. "Accountability and Management by
Objectives.'' NASSP Bulletin, 58, 380 (March 1974).
pp. 1.10. EJ 093830.

"For the acknintstrator facing au.ouritlbility demands, .
MBO offers a_prorriaing alternative to Lommonpracisces in
school adminisuation,"- acifording to Read. Accountability
is one of the main reasons be 'nil the movement toward using,
MBO in edccaron.-As the put& demands to know more pre-
cisely how the schools use resources and what goals education
achieves. educators are attracted to the specificity and effi-
ciency of WO systems. Read points out that MBO and ac-
countability h5ve not- always been linked. The development of
MBO as a business management practice had nothing to do
with the accountability-in-education movement." Instead.

-,,MBO was developed to relate "fiittliKgs :n behavioral research
io the.business situation."

The of MBO, according to Read, is the managing
process," which t.onsists of four major functionp. "planning,
organizing, actuating, and controlling." Built into this process
is the mechanism for accountability. By evaluating perform-
ance instead of personality, responsibility is placed in the
proper perspective, and individuals are held accountable for
specific objectives.

Read points out that certain "obstacles to.imp!ementing
MBO" exist, such as defining the principal's authority to regu-
late teacher performance (and, possibly, salary), But these
difficulties are minor compared to the benefits MBO can
bring to the schools, this author concludes.

4.

-

Saurman, Kenneth B., and Nash, Robert J. "M.B.O.,..
Student Development, and Accountability: A Critical
Look." NASPA, 12, 3 (Winter 1975h pp. 179.187.
EJ 120 688.

Saurman and 'Nash's basic contentfian is that "a system
preoccupied with MBO measures can easily tyrannize the per
sons within an organization." They site research indicating
that M80 4 in part'a political response to the public's demand
for accountability. Subtle political pressute is.brought to bear
on MBO participants to shortchange the ''human goals" of
education in favor of costeffectlyeness.
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kept of education is redefined much morenarrowly. Thus,

. The process of gpal setting, so integral to MBO: is exain-
Saurniali and Nash cunclude, "MBO Is not value free,- as kts,,,,,,,4 toed in this study at relation to individual differences (Per-
poet/Innis. present it. liGtedd, its application to education ':";.,:t3.sonality traits). Previous research has shown that better "task
iiet.esitates wofuund (and destructive) change in the very "strt. performance" can- result from the act of setting clear, well-
institution it is meant to improve. defined goals, like those established in an MBO system..But

ft3

.4.:

R.

The result is frequently the illusion of efficiency, created to
pacify "cost-conscious legislators and a cynical public.: -in
actuality, however, the important developmental aspects of
education (emotional growth, improved,fiuman relations, and
so forth) are shunted aside.and, in the process. the whole con.

r
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St.eers,iRichard M. sk Goat Attributes, n Achievemetit,
and Stiper.pisory Performance. Technicfl Report 110. 30.
-Irvinv:draduate School of Administration, University of
California, 1974. 25 pages. ED 105499.

This drticle offers one of the most articulate statements of
the effects 11/4480 %.(n have of! edOWIaun. Although the remarks
dr0 addressed speciLdlly tv higher education student person
nel, they dre equally ielevant fur elementary docl secondary
educators.

Segner. Ken B, "Comment MBO The School as a
Factory Cominunity College Review, 2, 3 (Fall
1974), pp. 4-5 Ed 111 388

how much. is the success of this method of goal setting con-
tingent on the personalities of the persons involved? Steers"
study offers a tentative answer to this question.

The study conducted at a large West Coast public utility,
utilized 133 female firstlevel supervisors as subjects. All these
women worked under an MBO program, The subjects" percep-
lions of five "task goal attributes," as well as a measure of
their need for achievement, were correlated with job perform-
ance measures and demographic data. The five task goal at-
tributes described ,tfie goal setting process, including the de.
gree of employee participation, goal difficulty, and goal

/0 this brief article, Segner lists his objections to the appli specificity.
catinn of M80 to education. It is wrong, he contends, to The findings indicated that for high need achievers. Per-
attempt to apply-to-ectucation-a-rnanagernent-model-designed--forsaance-improved when they were work ineon "'clear and

highly specific goals" zriti WIrerrIlf-0vvere given "ample feedfor corporafte business. Thu differences oetweep the hvu in-
stitutions' means and ends are too great to be ieconuled
As he states, the purpose of business -is to make money."
This goat and the means to achieve it dre easily quantifiable
and may be accurately measured by objective methels, rhe
some is not true for the goals 01 education. According to
Sexier, it is dangerous to try to quantoly and obiectify eclocd
tion in such a manner.

He states that the application of MBO to eridcat ivii is
tantamount to asserting that "what's good for General Motois"
is good for the schools Segner believes chat such an attitude .
"is as shallow and incorrect as it is disgusting."

Segner's opinions are more emphatically and concisely
stated than those of other MBO opponents, but his basic ob-
jections to MBO's use in education are the same-it neglects

the all.important qualitative aspects of education.

back" on their progress toward those goals. The same, how-
ever, was not true forlow need achievers.

The rrzasure of this one personality° trait indicates that the
MBO goat - setting- process is not equally effective for all par
ticipants (especially low need achievers): As Steers states,
"According to these data, many managers, need to reexamine
their simplistic notions of goal setting programs, like MBO."
He maintains that there is a need to vary or personalize pro
gram implementation techniques."
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